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My opinion
Abundance of information leading to abundance of
interpretation leads to abundance of misunderstanding
thus creating a double jeopardy preventing the true
understanding of information. Herein, I am sharing my
interpretation hoping to correct the misunderstanding
unless my understanding of the ever-changing
situation may eventually be misunderstood
considering the double jeopardy of too many informing
harmlessly and too many interpreting harmlessly while
harmful misunderstanding still persisting amidst the
soaring pandemic.
When the world wonders about deaths after COVID-19
vaccinations [1], the world forgets that, in Vaccine
Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) since 1990
[2], Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
receive reports of deaths presumed to be after any
vaccination and these reports number in thousands
although it is NOT clear how rarely the suspected
vaccines are actually confirmed to be the actual cause
of those deaths after thorough investigations by public
health officials. The reassuring fact is that compared to
millions vaccinated with billions of all vaccine doses
over the last three decades as tracked by
CDC/VAERS, the COVID-19 vaccinations are
happening at the rates of millions being vaccinated per
day with target to vaccinate billions in months ahead.
Therefore, the reports of presumed deaths after
COVID-19 vaccinations may NOT turn out to be an
absolute zero especially when the COVID-19 data
from across the world is getting updated in real-time
globally under the public eye of masses and media
who are seeking reassurances to overcome vaccine
hesitancy. Moreover, the mitigation of pandemic
further starts appearing harder when reports of new
SARS-CoV-2 variants surface with proven data for
high transmissibility and/or high virulence to raise the
concerns about evolving resistance of SARS-CoV-2
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variants to currently approved vaccines warranting the
need to adjust the newly invented COVID-19 vaccines
[3-4]. Although too many moving pieces of real-time
scientific information make the global population dizzy
amidst the pandemic, some harmless theories go
unnoticed and turn harmfully stale [5-7].
Hereafter, unless SARS-CoV-2 learns to evolve into a
variant that does NOT like to reside and proliferate in
cold secluded vestiges of human nasopharyngeal
areas [8-12], it may be high time that we explore the
consistent therapeutic efficiency of masks rather than
focusing on their variable filtering efficiency
considering that we may be able to use in-mask
temperatures as surrogate indicators for
nasopharyngeal temperatures which can be easily
proven by concurrently and continuously measuring
in-mask temperatures and nasopharyngeal
temperatures among volunteers wearing various types
of masks for varied durations of times. Alternatively, if
planning a volunteer study seems too arduous amidst
the pandemic, the nasopharyngeal swabsâ€™ tissue
samplesâ€™ temperatures can be measured by
infra-red no-touch thermometer or thermal imaging
camera at the time of testing for SARS-CoV-2 among
asymptomatic population to gauge if the
nasopharyngeal swabsâ€™ tissue samplesâ€™
temperatures of those testing positive for SARS-CoV-2
turn out to be in vivo lower than nasopharyngeal
swabsâ€™ tissue samplesâ€™ temperatures of those
testing negative for SARS-CoV-2 considering that in
vitro temperature affecting SARS-CoV-2 testing has
been demonstrated [13-15]. It may be ironic that the
utility of masks discovered during pandemic may
remain relevant even after the pandemic is over when
filtration-cum-therapeutic efficiency of masks may
continue to decrease surgical site infections among
perioperative patients, hospital acquired infections
among hospitalized patients and acute exacerbations
among chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients
as long as patients, caregivers and healthcare
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providers continue to appropriately and religiously
wear masks even after the pandemic is over [16-21].
Essentially, it has been long overdue to recognize the
pathophysiological importance of our nosy noses
[22-24], unless we need evidence from neck-only
breathers to scientifically and experimentally prove to
us all the things they and their noses miss due to the
absence of rhythmic airflow happening across their
noses when rhythmic breathing is happening only and
only across their tracheal stomas in their necks [25-28].
Ironically, the long-term changes in the functioning of
noses among neck-only breathers may potentially
make them more tolerant to masks covering their
mouths and noses considering that such masks may
potentially neither induce increased in-mask
temperatures nor induce increased nasopharyngeal
temperatures among them when they have become
used to absent rhythmic-coolant-airflow across their
non-breathing noses. Interestingly, the investigation of
concurrently and continuously measuring in-mask
temperatures and nasopharyngeal temperatures
among neck-only breather-subgroup of volunteers
wearing various types of masks covering their mouths
and noses for varied durations of times along with or
without neck-masks covering their tracheal stomas
may confirm or refute the consequences on local
tissue temperatures within the noses of neck-only
breathers with implications therein for nasopharyngeal
swabsâ€™ tissue samplesâ€™ temperatures among
neck-only breathers.
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